PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

The product is a patch that has a deep anti-cellulite action.

The main objective achieved is to fight the fat accumulated in the deeper layers of skin treated with the product. Its active ingredients act directly on the metabolism of lipids (fucus and carnitine), helping eliminate excess water retention (caffeine) and having a remineralising effect on the skin.

MECHANISM OF ACTION

This is a product formulated with patch technology.

It consists of a waterproof film with an adhesive layer containing the dispersed active ingredients. When this adhesive gets in contact with the skin, it gradually releases the active ingredients, thereby achieving sustained action.

A patch with 24-hour action. The active ingredients penetrate to the dermis, exerting their action not only on the surface layers of the skin, but also on the deeper layers.

Once applied, the patch generates an occlusion in the area. The occlusive action facilitates the entry of the active ingredients through the skin.

Moreover, the patch technology releases the active ingredients continuously during the time the product is applied (maximum 24 hours).

THE ACTIVE INGREDIENTS

**FUCUS VESICULOSUS**: An alga with recognised metabolism activator activity. Its high mineral content and the presence of iodine give it its activator properties.

**CAFFEINE**: An active ingredient widely used as an anti-cellulite thanks to its main action helping to eliminate accumulations of liquids.

**CARNITINE**: Known as the fat burner. A compound similar to an amino acid that helps lipids enter the cell mitochondria where they will be "burned" (or consumed for energy).
INSTRUCTIONS FOR USE

1) Ensure that the area where the patch will be applied is clean and dry, to ensure perfect adhesion. Once the patch has been applied, it will remain in place even when showering, sweating or doing any other activities.

2) Cut the foil sachet and remove one of the films it contains. Separate one of the patches from the protective film and stick it on the chosen area of skin.

3) The patch must stay applied to the skin for 24 hours. On the next day, remove the patch and reapply elsewhere in the same area.

4) The treatment can be repeated throughout the year, resting after each period of treatment.

The patch is easily removed. Detach one end and then pull gently. There is no need to rinse or wash the area afterwards.

5) A 60-day treatment is recommended. The application can be repeated, resting between periods.

PRESENTATION

ANTI-CELLULITE TREATMENT PATCH, 14 PATCHES
- 1 blank foil sachet comprised of 14 square patches of 32 mm on 2 transparent PET films each containing 07 patches.
- Sachet size: 18 cm wide x 10 cm high
- Other presentations can be prepared on request
- The sachet can be provided blank or printed

ANTI-CELLULITE TREATMENT PATCH, 28 PATCHES
- 1 blank foil sachet comprised of 28 square patches of 32 mm on 4 transparent PET films each containing 07 patches
- Sachet size: 18 cm wide x 10 cm high
- Other presentations can be prepared on request
- The sachet can be provided blank or printed

PRODUCT CATEGORY

Spain: Cosmetic product
EU: Cosmetic